
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

This document supplements the questions and answers that were previously posted on 
December 1, 2015. 

9.  For Connecticut, Class I resources, RFP Footnote 4 on page 6 states, “. . .'balancing 
resources eligible under Public Act 15-107 can be existing but must be newly delivered 
into New England . . . “ {emphasis added}.  What does newly delivered mean?  Such a 
qualifier does not exist in PA 15-107.

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

10.  Under the definition for 'Qualified Clean Energy' with respect to Connecticut Class I, 
'the delivery of the balancing energy must be to the same Delivery Point as the delivery 
of the Class I energy being balanced in the bid.'  Can you confirm that ‘Delivery Point’ 
means delivery with respect to financial settlement rather than physical injection at the 
point of generation?  In other words, please confirm that the Evaluation Team will accept 
an offer for Class I energy, balanced with qualified hydro (e.g., an existing hydro 
resource other than a hydro resources defined in C.G.S. 16-1(47)) with a single defined 
generator node for settlement purposes, even though the Class I and balancing 
resource(s) may be at different locations within ISO-NE.

ANSWER: The delivery of balancing energy must be to the same physical Delivery 
Point as the Class I energy being balanced.  See Section 1.2.1., “Delivery”, “Deliver” or 
“Delivered.”

12.  The RFP sets out the express intent to "collaborate to determine whether together 
[the three states] can create a portfolio of projects that would reduce the cost to 
customers in each of the three states consistent with each state’s Procurement 
Statutes and clean energy goals." (RFP Sec 2.1)  CT expressly includes the 
option to couple in a bid a class I resource with Class II or hydro.  The MA Class I 
category is silent on balancing.  Will the Massachusetts evaluation team entertain 
such offers that include balancing?

ANSWER: Any balancing energy included as part of a proposal to satisfy the 
Massachusetts electric distribution companies’ procurement obligations under 
Section 83A of the Green Communities Act, as amended (Section 83A), will only 
be considered by the Massachusetts Evaluation Team for satisfying such 
procurement obligations to the extent the balancing energy itself is from a 
renewable resource that qualifies under MA RPS Class I and is eligible under 
Section 83A and 220 CMR 21.05.  However, any balancing energy that is 
Qualified Clean Energy, even if not “Tier 1” (MA RPS Class I-qualifying) energy, 
and proposed in the form of a Qualified Clean Energy Delivery Commitment, 
would be considered by the MA Evaluation Team for contributing to the 
achievement of the additional clean energy goals of the 2008 Global Warming 



Solutions Act (GWSA).  Likewise, such balancing energy would be considered by 
the RI Evaluation Team for Rhode Island’s goals under Chapter 39-31.

13.  In the “Class I Renewable Generation Unit PPA” is the amount of the Seller’s 
liability capped at the Termination Payment calculated under 9.3(b)?  In section 
9.3(a)(iii) there is a reference to the Buyer being able to avail itself of all remedies 
in equity and in law but it is qualified by them not being inconsistent with the 
terms of the Agreement.  Does payment of the Termination Payment limit the 
Buyer’s ability to seek additional monetary damages under legal or equitable 
principles?

ANSWER: No, please refer to Section 9.3(e) of the Agreement which states the 
limitation of each Party’s liability.

14.  Given that the RFP specifically contemplates hydropower and/or Class II resources 
having the ability to balance Class I resources, will there be another version of 
the PPA to address that type of product or would the Evaluation Team be willing 
to accept  redline changes by bidders to reflect such an offer?

ANSWER: Redline change requests to the PPA to accommodate the specific 
operational characteristics of the balancing resources will be considered.  As 
noted in Section 2.2.3.1.1 of the RFP, the Massachusetts EDCs and 
Narragansett will not procure energy or environmental attributes from a 
Hydropower Resource pursuant to a PPA.

15.  Definition of Delivery - please provide further description with an example for (i) a 
specified and agreed upon external pricing node, and (ii) agreed upon conditions 
intended to reflect and realize a generally unconstrained/uncongested delivery of the 
Qualified Clean Energy.

ANSWER: For example, the existing external pricing nodes for New England are 
contained on the ISO-NE web site and are listed as follows: 1) New York I. Roseton 345 
kV, 2) Long Island New York - 138 kV Northport, 3) Long Island - 138 kV via the Cross 
Sound Cable Shoreham, 4) Hydro Quebec – Vermont Highgate, 5) Hydro Quebec  - 
Phase I and II Sandy Pond, and 6) New Brunswick, .I.SALBRYNB345 1.

The Incremental Qualified Clean Energy bidder must demonstrate that that the existing 
facility/import upgrade or new facility/import, proposed under this RFP, can be realized 
by the Soliciting Parties over the expected New England-wide differing system 
conditions relative to load, generation and transmission profiles and changes expected 
to occur within the region over the life of the contract.

16. Incremental Qualified Clean Energy - please clarify the 3 year average historical 
period –i.e. which three years will be used in support of demonstrating an increase in 
capacity factor/dispatch ability.  Please provide greater description of expected system 
conditions and how expected conditions can be used to support an increase in capacity 
factor/dispatch ability.



ANSWER: The 3 year average should be the most recent 3 years prior to the 
submission of a proposal in this RFP.  The 3 year average is intended to provide a base 
period so that the bidder can demonstrate how an expansion to an existing project is 
providing Incremental Qualified Clean Energy. As used in the definition of Incremental 
Qualified Clean Energy, “expected system conditions” means that bidders should take 
into account known changes to the project and/or the area transmission topology that 
might affect the capacity factor or dispatchability of the project.

17.  Suppose an exporter is providing x TWh annually of system energy currently (i.e. 
for the applicable 3 year historical period average) and successfully bids 2 TWh of 
Incremental Qualified Clean Energy into the RFP.  Will that bidder be deemed to be 
subject to penalty if during its PPA life, its system energy exports fall to x-1 TWh 
annually such that the combination of its exports under the new PPA and its other 
exports total x + 1 TWh annually?  Would the exporter be deemed to have fallen short of 
its obligation under the new PPA by 1 TWh annually?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

18.  Qualified Clean Energy - please define non-contiguous as it relates to control 
areas.  Would completion of the Maritime Link (delivering clean energy from 
Newfoundland into Nova Scotia and beyond) allow for the qualification of energy from 
Newfoundland for REC eligibility?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

19.  Transmission project - please define the local generator interconnection facilities 
that would be excluded from a “Transmission Project”.  Please define thresholds for 
“significant new AC or DC lines or facilities” and “significant upgrades to existing lines or 
facilities”.

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

20.  1.2.2.1 Qualified Clean Energy and/or RECs via PPA - What is the delivery point 
requirement for energy supply/RECs imported into ISONE? 

ANSWER: The Delivery Point under a PPA for a generating unit outside the ISO-NE 
control area must be a node (which could be a proxy bus) within the ISO-NE settlement 
system, as determined by ISO-NE, that will allow the Energy sold under the PPA to be 
credited to the Buyer’s ISO-NE account within that settlement system and for RECs sold 
under the PPA to be credited to the Buyer’s NEPOOL GIS account or to a NEPOOL GIS 
account designated by the Buyer, in each case without any additional charge or cost to 
the Buyer.

21.  1.2.2.3 Qualified Clean Energy via Transmission Project under a performance-
based tariff containing a qualified clean energy delivery commitment, no PPA - please 
provide an example of a performance-based tariff (appendix E).

ANSWER: As examples only, provisions which could be added within the framework of 
any formula rate sheet are shown in the attachment at the end of Appendix E.



22.  2.2.12.1 Pricing for Qualified Clean Energy and/or RECs via PPA - Is there a 
requirement to provide $/MWh and $/REC pricing separately if bidding both products?  
Is a bundled bid considered nonconforming?

ANSWER: Yes, it is required to price energy and RECs separately when providing a bid.

Yes, if separate prices as outlined above are not provided, then the price would be non-
conforming and subject to rejection.

23.  For an external PPA import schedule which is curtailed by ISO-NE at the point of 
receipt, what penalty if any, will the successful bidder incur for in-market purchases 
made by the EDC load that are not deemed to be Qualified Clean Energy? For 
example, would the EDC pass on to the successful bidder Alternative Compliance 
Payment costs or the cost of Renewable Energy Credits to replace those lost in the 
non-Qualified Clean Energy purchased by the EDC?  

ANSWER: Section 4.1 of the Tier 1 Power Purchase Agreement (the “PPA”) expressly 
provides that Seller will sell and Buyer will buy Buyer’s Percentage Entitlement of the 
Products in accordance with the terms and conditions of the PPA, and that section 
states that Seller will not curtail or otherwise reduce deliveries in order to sell the 
Products to a third party.  Also, Section 4.3 of the PPA provides that the Seller will pay 
Cover Damages if it fails to deliver Buyer’s Percentage Entitlement of the Products.  
These provisions reflect the EDCs’ expectations that they will be able to purchase 
their Buyer’s Percentage Entitlements to the Products contracted for and that Seller 
will take all necessary actions to ensure that the Products are delivered to the EDCs. 

For Delivery Failures under the Power Purchase Agreement for Firm Qualified Clean 
Energy from a Large Scale Hydropower Resource ("Firm PPA"), Cover Damages as 
defined in the Firm PPA apply.  Please also review the Firm PPA definitions of 
Replacement Price, Replacement Energy, and Replacement Environmental Attributes.  

The EDCs understand, however, that for Energy and RECs imported into the ISO-NE 
control area from another control area, curtailment may be difficult for a Seller to 
predict and manage in the same fashion as for Energy and RECs generated within the 
ISO-NE control area.  Bidders who are proposing to sell Energy and RECs from 
generators outside of ISO-NE should include a proposal for addressing these issues in 
their bids and mark-ups of the PPAs, and the Evaluation Team will consider those 
proposals in its review of the bids. 

24.  Please confirm that up to 5 pricing options can be proposed for a single project or 
portfolio of projects, provided a portfolio of projects is bid as if a single project.  In other 
words, would a Qualified Clean Energy and/or REC bid via PPA that delivers energy 
and/or RECs from multiple projects to a single delivery point be considered a single bid, 
with up to 5 pricing options allowed? 

ANSWER: Yes, consistent with Section 2.2.12.1 of the RFP, an Eligible Bidder may 
submit up to 5 pricing proposals from an Eligible Facility. To provide clarity regarding 



when a portfolio bid would be considered  a single bid, multiple bids, or a single bid with 
multiple pricing proposals, consider the following example: 

Assume a portfolio proposal that includes 1 transmission project and 2 generation 
projects (Generator A and Generator B).  The cost recovery for the transmission would 
be tariff-based, while the 2 generation projects would each have their own PPAs. If the 
portfolio bid includes a cost recovery proposal for the transmission, and a single 
proposal for each generation project (which may be identical or different prices between 
the projects), this scenario is deemed to be a single bid with a single price, and the lead 
bidder would be required to pay a single bid fee. If Generator A offers an alternate 
pricing proposal for consideration that does not change the physical delivery profile for 
the portfolio, the alternate price would count as one of the 4 additional pricing proposals, 
and the lead bidder would be required to pay an alternate pricing proposal fee.  If 
Generator A is offered at a different size, or with a different delivery profile or is offered 
in a proposal that does not require Generator B or the transmission project as part of 
the proposal, , then this scenario (which would necessitate an additional run of the 
production cost model to calculate indirect benefits and emissions) is a new bid 
requiring an additional bid fee. 

25.  If only a non-conforming bid is submitted, does it get excluded automatically from 
the evaluation process, or is there an evaluation of the level of non-conformity within the 
overall qualitative and quantitative cost/benefit analysis.

ANSWER: As stated in §2.2 of the RFP, proposals that do not satisfy the Stage One 
requirements may be disqualified from further review and evaluation.  Conforming forms 
of pricing are described in §2.2.12.1.  The Evaluation Team may consider other forms of 
pricing as an alternative as long as the Bidder submits a proposal for the project with 
conforming pricing.

26.  Within the Energy Resource plan section, what is required to track the 
environmental attributes of hydro generation?  Is ISO-NE considering and/or planning 
rule changes to recognize environmental attributes of hydro, similar to wind, for 
purposes of this RFP?  Wind is already tracked by the generating station, and hydro can 
also be tracked this way. 

ANSWER: As noted in Section 2.2.3.1.1, the bidder is responsible for detailing in its bid 
how it proposes to certify the environmental attributes are included with the energy 
delivered which is a requirement under the PPA. 

The New England Power Pool, through a contract with APX, Inc., not ISO-NE, operates 
and maintains the NEPOOL Generation Information System, which is the renewable 
attribute tracking system in the region.  That system already tracks many types of hydro 
generation.  The following is a link to the NEPOOL Generation Information System 
website for additional details:

http://www.nepoolgis.com/

http://www.nepoolgis.com/


27.  Why is the energy resource plan requested and how will it be used in the 
evaluation?

ANSWER: In order to select the most viable projects we need to be able to assess the 
fuel source and the production profile. The energy resource data and studies to be 
provided will help to ensure the project has studied and provided a realistic look at the 
operational needs of the project and its expected output and production profile. The 
energy output and production profile will be reviewed for reasonableness and used for 
nodal simulation modeling. These measures along with others requested will aid in 
making the required assessments.

28.  Draft Hydro PPA s.3.1(c) - related to the Delivery Term Start Date, please provide 
additional definition to the “Related Transmission” that, if delayed, would enable the 
extension of the start date.  Does this include all transmission required to delivery point?  
Absent a delay due to transmission for delivery, could a seller provide alternative 
Qualified Clean Energy from another resource to address any delay in the Delivery 
Term Start Date? 

ANSWER: "Related Transmission" is defined in the Power Purchase Agreement for 
Firm Qualified Clean Energy from a Large Scale Hydropower Resource ("Firm PPA") as 
"those transmission and distribution facilities to be used by Seller for delivery of the 
Qualified Clean Energy under this Agreement, as described in Exhibit E hereto."  In the 
context of Section 3.1(c), "delay due to completion of Related Transmission" would be 
as a result of a delay to the completion of transmission or distribution facilities proposed 
as part of a bid and memorialized in Exhibit E of the Firm PPA. 
 
Section 2.2(b) of the Firm PPA provides that Buyer's obligation to purchase Products 
commences on the Delivery Term Start Date; thus, no purchases will be made prior to 
the Delivery Term Start Date.

As noted in Section 2.2.3.1.1 of the RFP, the Massachusetts EDCs and Narragansett 
will not procure energy or environmental attributes from a Hydropower Resource 
pursuant to a PPA.

29.  Draft Wind PPA s.3.1(c) – Critical Milestones.  Please provide an example of the 
calculation of the “additional Development Period Security”.

Issue: potential unit error in the language.
-       4 six-month delay periods permitted
-       $5000 per MWh per hour of Contracted Maximum for each 6 month period of delay
-       Example for 100MW wind farm, AEP 400 GWh:  6 month delay = 400,000 MWh * 
$5000 = $2 billion; 24 month delay = $8 billion in extra Development Period security.  
Seems high! 

ANSWER: A 100 MW wind farm would have a contract maximum in any hour of 100 
MWh. The cost for a six month extension of the critical milestones is $5,000 per MWh 
per hour of Contract Maximum Amount. Therefore 100 times $5,000 would mean that 
the project would owe a total of $500,000 in additional Development Period Security.



30.  Draft Wind PPA s.3.2 (a) – Delay Damages.  Please provide an example of the 
calculation of the Delay Damages.
Issue: potential unit error in the language.
-       Each month of delay $100 per MWh of Contract Maximum
-       Example for 100MW, AEP 400 GWh:  6 month delay = 6 months * $100 * 400,000 
= $240 million in delay damages for 6 month COD delay of 100MW wind farm

ANSWER: A 100 MW wind farm would have a contract maximum in any hour of 100 
MWh. The cost for Delay Damages is $100 per MWh per hour of Contract Maximum 
Amount. Therefore 100 times $100 would mean that the project would owe a total of 
$10,000 per month.

31.  Draft Wind PPA Security for Performance s.6.2 (a).  Please provide an example of 
the calculation of Development Period Security
Issue: potential unit error in the language.
-       Credit Support requirement of $20,000 per MWh per hour of Contract Maximum
-       Example for 100MW wind project, AEP 400 GWh:  $20,000 * 400,000 = $8 billion.  
For 2TWh, $40 billion. 

ANSWER: A 100 MW wind farm would have a contract maximum in any hour of 100 
MWh. The cost for Development Period Security is $20,000 per MWh per hour of 
Contract Maximum Amount. Therefore 100 times $20,000 would mean that the project 
would owe a total of $2 million in Development Period security.

32.  Draft Wind PPA s.6.2(b).  Please provide an example of the calculation of the 
Operating Period Security

- Same example as s.6.2(a)

ANSWER: A 100 MW wind farm would have a contract maximum in any hour of 100 
MWh. The cost for Operating Period Security is $20,000 per MWh per hour of Contract 
Maximum Amount. Therefore 100 times $20,000 would mean that the project would owe 
a total of $2 million in Operating Period Security.

33.  1 (page 2-3) Appendix H – Utility Standard of Conduct; 1.3 (page 11);  The Utility 
Standard of Conduct provides the following in Paragraph 1: “Each utility shall designate 
the individuals participating in the Solicitation Process, and shall identify the role of each 
individual in the process.”

Section 1.3 also states that “Bidders are prohibited from direct contact with individual 
members of the Evaluation Team or the Evaluation Team’s consultant(s) regarding this 
RFP . . . .”

Based on the above, it seems prudent that the names of those on the Evaluation Team 
and Selection Team should be made public for purposes of transparency and to help 
ensure there is no prohibited contact.  Thus, will the names of the members of the 



Evaluation Team, the Selection Team, and those representing the EDCs’ Bid Teams be 
disclosed on the website?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

34.  1.1(page 2-3) Appendix H – Utility Standard of Conduct;  The Utility Standard of 
Conduct provides the following in Paragraph 1: “Utility individuals shall be designated to 
be on either a Bid Team or an Evaluation Team within their respective companies.  No 
individual shall be a member of both teams, and no individual may change from one 
team to the other during the solicitation process.”

a. Can a utility employee provide support to both the Bid Team and Evaluation 
Team, but not be designated on either team?

b. Starting on what date can an individual no longer change from one team to the 
other?

c. Will individuals who have previously (i.e., prior to the date set forth in response to 
“b”) supported both teams for the EDCs be disqualified from providing support for 
both the Bid Team and the Evaluation Team?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

35.  1.2 (page 4-5); Section 1.2 indicates that individual projects may be combined to 
form one bid.   In the instance of a bid including both energy resources and 
transmission, is a separate bid application fee ($100k) required for each combination of 
resources (e.g., one bid contains 3 wind farms and 1 hydro plant, while an alternative 
bid includes 2 wind farms and 1 hydro plant although PPA pricing and terms remain the 
same) or do a combination of resources offered trigger the $10-25k alternative bid fee?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

36.  1.2 (page 5); If a Bidder submits multiple new renewable generation resources 
interconnected to a new Transmission Project in one or more Bids, under what, if any, 
circumstances would the Bids be considered prohibited “positive contingent bids”? 

ANSWER: Positive contingent bids are when one bid cannot be accepted unless another 
bid is also accepted.  The following are examples assuming a single transmission 
project can deliver power from either of two Qualified Clean Energy Facilities projects, 
referred to as QCE1 and QCE2.  

Example 1:  Bid A contains the transmission project and QCE1.  Bid B contains the 
transmission project and QCE2.  The transmission project is sized such that only one of 
QCE1 and QCE2 can be accepted.  In this case, Bid A cannot be accepted with Bid B 
because of the transmission project size constraint.  This is an acceptable negative 
contingent bid.



Example 2:  Bid A contains the transmission project and QCE1.  Bid B contains QCE2, 
without a transmission project.  The transmission project is sized such that both QCE1 
and QCE2 can be accepted.  It is acceptable to bid both Bid A and Bid B if they can be 
accepted independently of each other, i.e., the Selection Team may select either Bid A, 
Bid B, or both Bid A and Bid B.  It would be considered an unacceptable positive 
contingent bid if it is stated in the bids that Bid A cannot be accepted without also 
accepting Bid B.

For clarity, if the transmission project, QCE1 and QCE2 are all included in the same bid 
on an "all or nothing basis", that is acceptable and constitutes a single portfolio bid.

Please note that, for cases with multiple projects included in one bid, any resulting 
agreement(s) will be conditioned on the completion of all other projects included in the 
bid prior to payments beginning to any individual project.

37.  Footnote 6 (page 7); The footnote clarifies that in Connecticut new energy 
storage systems are considered Tier 1 Qualified Energy if paired with tier 1 renewable 
sources, co-located and reduce intermittency.  Please elaborate on whether the other 
participating states have similar considerations for energy storage systems.  

ANSWER: The issues of whether any particular facility would qualify for Tier 1 RECs is 
determined by the law of the relevant state and would be determined by the relevant 
regulatory agency in that state based on the particular characteristics of that facility. 

38.  1.2.2.2 (page 8-9); By definition a “Transmission Project” needs to price system 
upgrades and direct transmission costs into the price of its bid.  Given the various 
stages of ISO-NE interconnection studies and the impact of a queue backlog, is it 
permissible for a Bidder to either: (1) obtain a ‘proxy’ number from ISO-NE so that all 
like bids are evaluated similarly and/or (2) cap an “up to” dollar amount with actuals 
passed through to MA/CT/RI ratepayers?  

In other words, can the Bid Evaluation Team create a proxy/level evaluation of like 
projects by establishing a baseline assumption for System Network Upgrade costs?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date. 

39.  1.2.2.2 (pages 8-9); What is the expected timing for an Awardee to submit a FERC 
Order 205/FERC Filing?

ANSWER: §8.2 of the RPS Class I Renewable Generation Unit PPA and the PPA for 
Firm Qualified Energy From a Large Scale Hydropower Resource provides that the 
obligations of the Parties to perform is conditioned upon the receipt of any Related 
Transmission Approvals on or prior to the date such Related Transmission Approvals 
are required under Applicable Law.  It is expected that an awardee will submit its FERC 
Order 205 filing in sufficient time to satisfy this requirement.



40.  1.3.2 (page 12); Are there any limitations or qualifications for who is a “duly 
authorized representative”? 

ANSWER: The “duly authorized representative” must have the authority, under the 
bidder’s organizational documents and/or through some action of the bidder, to bind 
the bidder to the bidder’s proposal.

41.  2.3.1.2 (page 31); Section 2.3.1.2 page 31 (Factors to be assessed in Qualitative 
evaluation) indicates a factor being considered is “Consistency with the policy goals 
outlined in the Connecticut comprehensive energy strategy, including base load 
capacity, peak load shaving….”  Are the other participating states utilizing similar 
factors in their evaluations, and, if so, are there similar strategy documents available 
for those states that we can reference?  

ANSWER: Bidders should refer to the relevant state procurement statutes and the 
qualitative factors listed in Section 2.3.2.1 of the RFP 

42.  3.1 (page 37); The due date for proposed submissions is January 28, 2016 by 12 
noon.  Is that the date by which the RFP must be received or by which a bidder’s 
proposal must be postmarked?  

ANSWER: Generally, all of the entities listed in appendix I must receive the bids by noon 
EPT on January 28, 2016 for the bids to be considered to have met the timeliness 
requirement. The Soliciting Parties, however, have discretion to accept a bid that arrives 
later in the day if, based on a consideration of all the relevant facts, it is clear that the 
bidder made a good faith effort to provide its bid by noon EPT but, due to circumstances 
beyond its control, the bid arrived later in the day.

43.  3.2 (pag)e 37; Do Bidders who submit a Notice of Intent early and are included on 
the email distribution list given access to information other than what is posted on the 
New England Clean Energy RFP website? 

ANSWER: No

44.  Appendix B (page B-3); Appendix B page B-3, Section 3-Operational parameters, 
Item 3.4-Moderation of System Peak Load.  If an energy storage system is being 
included in a bid proposal along with a paired renewable resource, would providing the 
average summer and winter peak period outputs of the aggregate of the wind 
production and expected output of the energy storage component of the facility be an 
appropriate response to this section?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

45.  Appendix G; In Appendix G it states “With this submission of information claimed 
and labeled as confidential, you must provide the legal basis for your confidentiality 
claim, describe what efforts have been taken to keep the information confidential, and 



provide whether the information sought to be protected has an independent economic 
value by not being readily known in the industry.”  
Is it acceptable to provide the legal basis for a confidentiality claim in the cover letter or 
executive summary?  If not, please explain where in the proposal the legal basis should 
be set forth.

ANSWER: Requests for confidentiality and the legal basis supporting the request 
should be included in the cover letter accompanying any document for which 
confidentiality is sought.

46.  I am writing to see whether the Solicitation Team plans to make the names of the 
attendees of the Bidders Conference available.  If so, I would like to obtain a copy of 
that list.  There appear to be many opportunities for collaboration that may facilitate 
more viable proposals. 

ANSWER: The names of the individuals who signed into the Bidders Conference will be 
posted on the cleanenergyrfp.com website.

47.  If a proposal is selected for an award PPA, what happens if the developer and utility 
are in good faith negotiations beyond the 9/22/16 scheduled end date for EDCs to 
execute contracts?  Will contracts fully negotiated after 9/22/16 be eligible for execution 
and approval?

ANSWER:  The Selection Team/EDCs for each State may, at their discretion, adjust the 
schedule for execution of contracts and for submitting contracts for regulatory approval.

48.  RFP section 2.2.12.1 states that proposals may not be conditioned upon or 
subject to adjustment based upon the availability of the Federal Production/
Investment Tax Credit.  Given the uncertainty related to legislation around the PTC/
ITC, would the buyers accept a proposal with one price if the PTC/ITC is extended 
and a second price if it is not extended?  The developer would wear all the risk on 
qualifying the project if the PTC/ITC is extended. 

ANSWER: Section 2.2.12.1 of the RFP states that conforming bids may not be 
conditioned upon or subject to adjustment based on the availability of the ITC or PTC.  
The section also provides that bidders may submit non-conforming pricing proposals so 
long as they submit at least one pricing proposal that conforms to the requirements of 
the RFP.  A bidder may therefore submit a pricing proposal that is adjustable based on 
the availability of the ITC or PTC, so long as it also submits a pricing proposal that is 
not adjustable based on the availability of the ITC or PTC; however, the Evaluation 
Team is under no obligation to consider any form of alternative pricing. 

49.  May a bidder withdraw a proposal from the RFP at any point in the process? 

ANSWER: The Evaluation Team discourages bidders from submitting proposals that 
may be withdrawn so as to avoid the associated waste of time and resources.  



However, the RFP does not prohibit the withdrawal of proposals.  Bid fees will not be 
returned.

50.  For a PPA proposal for energy and RECs, should the bidder provide one price for 
the combined products or separate prices?

ANSWER: Please see the response to question 22.

51.  Regarding Section 1.2.2.2 of the RFP, we understand that a Transmission 
Developer may submit a combined bid for a transmission project that would support 
more than one separate Qualified Clean Energy generation projects, developed by 
different developers.  Is this understanding correct?
In that instance, may the Transmission Developer and the Generation Developers 
submit the combined bid contemplated in Section 1.2.2.2 through separate written 
proposals that explicitly cross reference each other, rather than a single writing that 
combines the information from the Transmission Developer and the Generation 
Developers?  For example, may a combined bid for Qualified Clean Energy from three 
different generators made deliverable by a common transmission project consist of four 
separate submissions that contain the required information from the Generation 
Developers and the Transmission Developer?
How much is the bid fee (under Section 1.6) applicable to a combined bid by a 
Transmission Developer and more than one (say three) unrelated Generation 
Developers for Clean Energy resources totaling in excess of 1000 MW?

ANSWER: Transmission projects may be combined with separate Qualified Clean 
Energy generation projects.  Please see the response to Question 36 for examples of 
bid combinations that are acceptable and other bid combinations that are unacceptable.  

It is acceptable to combine individual bid packages from different developers into one 
bid.  In this case, a separate joint letter, signed by each developer, must be submitted in 
addition to the individual bid packages.  The joint letter must clearly explain which 
individual packages are combined into the single joint bid. All other required information 
must be included in each of the individual bid packages.  

The combination of the individual bids with a joint letter would be treated as one bid and 
may be subject to one bid fee.  If a joint letter combining individual bids includes 
individual project combinations that change the physical aspect of the resulting project 
(as discussed in Section 1.6 of the RFP), then additional bid fees would be required.   
Also, one bid fee would only cover the combination of the individual bids.  If the 
individual bids are also to be considered as stand-alone bids, separate bid fees would 
be required for each stand-alone bid.  

Please note that, for cases with multiple projects included in one bid, any resulting 
agreement(s) will be conditioned on the completion of all other projects included in the 
bid prior to payments beginning to any individual project.



52.  Regarding Section 1.2.2.2 of the RFP, if a transmission project will support multiple 
separate Qualified Clean Energy generation projects, may the Transmission Developer 
submit a single proposal that is combined with the separate generation proposals from 
each of the generation projects individually (and in combination) to form multiple 
combined bids?  Submitting a single proposal in this fashion will avoid the necessity of 
the Transmission Developer submitting duplicative submissions containing the required 
information about the Transmission Project as part of the separate combined bids with 
each of the separate generation proposals.  In that instance, the Transmission 
Developer would submit separate Certification, Project and Pricing Data documents for 
each combined based on the transmission project.

ANSWER: Separate individual bid packages may be combined into bids as discussed in 
the response to Question 51.  If the individual bid packages are to be combined in 
different ways to result in multiple bids, then each combination should be described in a 
separate joint letter, and would be subject to separate bid fees.  Please see the 
response to Question 51 for the requirements of a joint letter.

53.  Regarding Section 1.6 (Non-Refundable Bid Fees), in a combined bid for Qualified 
Clean Energy and/or RECS via PPA with a Transmission Project Under FERC Tariff, 
what is the appropriate bid fee in the scenario where the Transmission Developer 
submits proposals for cost recovery over two separate durations (say 15 years and 20 
years) and the three Generation Developers submit two different pricing offers for Clean 
Energy and RECs from projects exceeding 1000 MW?  Is it $475K ($100K + ($25K x 
(2x2x2x2 - 1))?

ANSWER: The initial bid fee for this portfolio is $100,000. The second cost recovery 
period for the transmission would be an alternate pricing proposal, with a fee of 
$25,000.  This would not result in an additional $100,000 bid fee because it is not 
expected that the production cost model would be re-run based on a different cost 
recovery period. The cost of evaluating each of the 3 generators’ initial pricing offers is 
included in the bid fee. The second pricing proposal for each generator would result in 3 
additional $25,000 alternative pricing proposal fees (assuming each generator is larger 
than 100 MW). Therefore, if our understanding of the question is correct, the total is 
$200,000: ($100k bid fee + $25k alternative transmission price + $25k x 3 alternative 
generator prices).

54.  Regarding Section 1.2.5 (Quantities and Contract Term Lengths), do the Soliciting 
Parties envision that the duration of the EDCs’ commitment for a Transmission Project 
under the FERC Tariff will coincide with the PPA term?  Alternatively, do the Soliciting 
Parties envision that the cost recovery for a Transmission Project will correspond to the 
useful life of the transmission facilities (say 40 years)?  If the latter, what authority do the 
EDCs have to enter into transmission commitments of longer than 20 years?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.



55.  Under the submission requirements in Section 1.3.2, does a Bidder have to provide 
the original signed proposal in paper form to any of the company contacts listed in 
Appendix I?  If so, please state to whom the signed original must be sent?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

56.  Under the submission requirements in Section 1.3.2, does a Bidder have to provide 
paper copies of the proposal to any of the company contacts listed in Appendix I?  If so, 
please state how many paper copies must be sent and to whom?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

57.  Section 2.3.1.1 of the RFP includes a sentence that reads: “Benefits to be 
considered are based on a combination of change in locational marginal price (LMP) 
and change in production cost including consideration of net imports and exports to 
customers of the Procuring States.”  
Please explain how the production cost benefits will be calculated, including whether 
such benefits will be determined on a regional basis or for each of the Procuring States 
individually;
Please explain how the production cost benefits will be combined with the LMP benefits 
for purposes of determining the total indirect economic benefits; and
Please explain how the “net imports and exports to customers of the Procuring States” 
will be determined and considered as part of this analysis.

ANSWER: The details of the evaluation metrics are in the process of being developed by 
the Evaluation Team.  A dispatch model run by the Independent Consultant will be used 
in calculating indirect economic benefits.

58.  Regarding multi-stage evaluation process as explained in Section 2.1 and in 
particular with the respect to the Stage 2 quantitative and qualitative evaluation, will the 
Evaluation Teams evaluate proposals in their entirety or will the bids be evaluated on a 
state by state basis in order to conform to the maximum procurement levels specified in 
Section 1.2.5?  For example, will the Massachusetts Evaluation Team evaluate all 
proposals as if the maximum quantity of Clean Energy to be procured is 817 GWh per 
year even if the proposed project is sized to deliver quantities in excess of that amount?

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

59.  Regarding Appendix B, Section 14.3, which provides that “in no event may 
payments commence before the Transmission Project is placed in service,” is it correct 
to commence the schedule of payments under the Transmission Tariff upon the 
expected Commercial Operation Date of the Transmission facilities, irrespective of the 
precise COD for the connected generation project(s)?  Also, if the Transmission Projects 
involve multiple components which may be placed in service at different dates, can cost 
recovery begin for a particular component once it is placed into service?



ANSWER: Payments for the Transmission facilities will not commence before the 
commercial operation date of the generation projects proposed to be connected. In the 
case of a bid involving more than one generation project, it would be required that all 
projects come on line before payments commence.

60.  Regarding Section 1.3.1, do all of the recipients listed in Appendix I need to receive 
the bids by noon on January 28, 2016 in order for a bid to be accepted as timely?  So, 
for example, if a bid is sent by overnight mail to all of the identified recipients for 
morning delivery on the due date but one delivery is delayed past noon will that 
disqualify the bid?

ANSWER: Please see the response to question 42.

61.  Regarding Appendix I, do the Soliciting Parties envision the Transmission 
Developers and Generation Developers submitting a joint bid under Section 1.2.2.2 
submitting a single payment or multiple payments to each of the receiving EDCs for the 
bid fee?

ANSWER: For Transmission Developer(s) and Generation Developer(s) submitting a 
joint bid, one total bid fee would be required, split among the EDCs listed in Appendix I.  
Appendix I and the CPPD form provide calculations for splitting the bid fee among the 
EDCs.

62.  Is it possible to obtain a copy of the list of attendees at last week's Bidder’s 
Conference?

ANSWER: Please see the answer to question 46.

63.  I had not received any reply or acknowledgement for my email sent on Nov 17th. As 
indicated, we are interested in becoming the Evaluation Team Consultant mentioned in 
section 1.1 of the New England Clean Energy RFP. Do you plan to release an RFP to 
select this consultant, or is there some other way in which we can ensure that we have 
the opportunity to compete for this position? Thank you.

ANSWER: See the answer to question 2 posted on December 1.

64.  In response to a question at the December 3 Bidder’s Conference, it was stated 
that a bid of Qualified Clean Energy and/or RECs via PPA With a Transmission Project 
under FERC Tariff (Bid Category 1.2.2.2) would constitute one all-or-nothing bid that 
could result in multiple PPAs plus a Transmission Service Agreement (TSA).  Please 
confirm formally that a bid under category 1.2.2.2 involving multiple (n) GenCos and 
one (1) TransmissionCo would require one bid fee and n+1 CPPD form. 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.



65.  The RFP at Section 14.1(vi) requires bidders to provide “The estimated costs of 
the proposed project broken out into separate categories for transmission facilities 
and substation facilities in nominal year dollars.” 
(a)          Please confirm the level of detail sought for cost estimates for “transmission 
facilities” and “substation facilities” need only be consistent with good utility 
practice, such as providing an estimate of capital and material expenses, along with 
labor and overhead, and including the contingency, if any, associated therewith. 
(b)          Please confirm the question is intended to obtain cost estimates (in nominal 
dollars) related to the hard assets under construction and does not intend information 
related to the timing of investment funding, financing and cash flows over the 
construction period. 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

66.  The RFP at Section 5.19  requires bidders to “Identify all regulatory and other 
approvals needed by Bidder to execute a binding sale agreement.”  Is this question 
intended to capture the list of regulatory approvals required to develop the Project or 
other corporate level approvals that Bidder must possess to execute the agreement?  
Which agreement is considered the “binding sale agreement?”  The term “binding sale 
agreement” is not referenced elsewhere in the RFP. 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

67.  Section 2.4.3 of the RFP discusses security requirements for PPAs and for 
Transmission Projects under a performance-based tariff, but makes no mention of 
Transmission Projects included under bid category 1.2.2.2. What is the security 
requirement for a Transmission Project under bid category 1.2.2.2? In particular, if the 
intent is to bundle the Transmission Project with the PPA, what is the expected 
security requirement if there are multiple GenCos and hence multiple PPAs?  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later 
date.  

68.  For a response under bid category 1.2.2.2, where multiple GenCos  plan to submit 
a bid with one TransmissionCo, does the Evaluation Team expect to see a merged 
response to each question in Appendix B or a separate response from each Eligible 
Project? 
For example, a merged response would be formatted as follows: 
Q3.5.a:     TransmissionCo Response, GenCo1 Response, GenCo2 Response, … 
Q3.5.b:    TransmissionCo Response, GenCo1 Response, GenCo2 Response, … 
Alternatively, a separate Appendix B response would be formatted as follows: 
Appendix B response of TransmissionCo. 
Appendix B response of GenCo1,  . . . 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.



69.  At Section 1.3.3 of the RFP and at Appendix G, the RFP states the Evaluation 
Team will work with bidders on developing appropriate means to protect and limit 
disclosure of confidential information.  We understand that each of the states has 
varying levels of statutory protection and that the public interest goal is to have as 
much information as possible in the public domain.  We expect however that 
appropriately confidential information will nevertheless be included in the RFP 
response. Once such information is in the hands of the public entities, it will be 
subject to public records laws. 
  
We recognize that bidders alone are responsible for protecting their own confidential 
information.  But as a matter of administrative efficiency, is it possible for the EDCs 
to initiate prophylactic proceedings now at the public utilities commissions of 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, as applicable, before the RFP responses are due, to 
provide protection for confidential information included by bidders in the RFP 
response during the evaluation and selection phases? Similarly, will the Connecticut 
DEEP issue a standing order or seek the same of the CT PURA?  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

70.  Please confirm that bids submitted under bid category 1.2.2.2 would be ‘all-or-
nothing’ bids, and thus would a) be evaluated only as the sum of all components, and 
b)  not be split into individual components such that one component would be 
selected and another not selected.  If this is incorrect, please provide additional 
detail as to the evaluation method to be used.  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

71.  Please confirm that under bid category 1.2.2.2, the RFP response should provide 
a separate and individual attestation of an officer of each TransmissionCo. or GenCo 
participating in the bid response, even if the parties provide a combined bid 
response.  If multiple signatures are not required, please clarify.  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

72.  To aid in planning, please provide a date certain when the Evaluation Team will 
place on the cleanenergyrfp.com website the draft PPA and any other contracts or 
agreements that are to accompany the RFP response.  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

73.  Regarding “5.9 Bidders must disclose any pending (currently or in the past three 
years) or threatened litigation or disputes related to projects developed,  owned or 
managed by Bidder or any of its affiliates in the United States, or related to any 
energy product sale agreement.” The need for disclosure of pending or threatened 
litigation related to the bid project is understood. However, 5.9 is in our opinion too 
broad and would require a disclosure listing all claims and nuisance suits for unrelated 
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projects that have no bearing on the bid.  Please advise if a disclosure specific to the 
bid project can be provided.  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

74.  Regarding “1.3.3.” a privately held company does not publicly submit financial 
statements but would do so if confidentiality agreements in place. Please advise if 
the Soliciting Parties are willing to sign confidentiality agreements in order to receive 
the requested financial statements.  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

75.  Regarding “6.8 Provide the electrical models of all energy resources supporting 
the proposed project in accordance with the filing requirements of the ISO-NE Tariff 
Schedule 22 and 23.” Please advise if this requirement applies to generation projects 
with connection points outside the ISO-NE. 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

76.  Regarding “2.2.12.1.” Please confirm that proponents will not be required to 
renegotiate winning bid prices if tax incentives weren't included but become available 
at a later date. 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

77.  Please advise if the Soliciting Parties are at liberty to purchase only the off-peak 
or on-peak price of a submitted bid. 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

78.  Please advise if joint submissions that feature a transmission project connecting 
multiple generators can be structured around a merged proposal document with 
separate CPPD forms and Appendix D signature pages. In the case of a merged 
proposal, when an entity signs an Appendix D page, is that certification only for text 
and information pertaining to the entity’s project? Or would this also include 
information about the other projects in the merged proposal? 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

79.  Class I Form PPA, Section 1. Could you please elaborate on the Contract Maximum 
Amount in MWh/h. Does this represent the maximum MWh in one hour expected to be 
delivered during the term, or does it represent an average of the MWh delivered over 
the year, or does it represent the nameplate capacity?  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.



80.  Could you please confirm whether you reserve yourself the right to select certain 
projects being delivered to the same location within an agglomerate bid provided by a 
partnership, or you would only evaluate the agglomerate bid as a whole without 
picking apart the partnership? 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

81.  Section 2.2.3.2 of the RFP states that: 
 
An Eligible Bidder bidding to develop a Transmission Project as part of a packaged bid 

with Qualified Clean Energy resources as defined in Section 1.2.2.2 
above must submit a bid (i) complying with Section 2.2.3.1 or 
2.2.3.1.1 for the energy and/or RECs associated with its bid and (ii) 
providing for payment for its proposed Transmission Project through 
a FERC-accepted Rate Schedule or Tariff and Service Agreement. 

  
Would an Eligible Bidder seeking to deliver clean energy and/or RECs to New England 
from an external control area over a new interconnection to that external control 
area have the option of submitting a response under the requirements of Section 
2.2.3.1 or Section 2.2.3.1.1, if that response “bundled” the cost of the clean energy 
and/or RECs with the cost of the new interconnection, to arrive at a single “all in” 
price that would be paid for the clean energy and/or RECs under the relevant PPA? 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

82.  Regarding Section 2.4.2 of the RFP,  
 a.  Please state whether any Security will be required for a Transmission 
Project providing service under a FERC Tariff pursuant to Section 1.2.2.2 of the RFP 
and, if so, how the required level of Security will be calculated for such a 
Transmission Project. 
 b.  Please state whether the Security for a Transmission Project will be 
returned upon the energization of the transmission facilities and, if so, when the 
Security will be returned.  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

83.  In the “Bid Fee Remittance” Section of Appendix I, the RFP appears to 
contemplate that the required bid fees may be paid by check but further states that 
“payment must be submitted to each electric distribution company via wire transfer.”  
Please confirm whether the Bid Fee may be paid by check or by wire transfer or 
whether one of these payment options is required.   Please also state whether the fee 
for an individual bid must be paid for separately or whether the fees for multiple bids 
from the same Project Sponsor may be combined into single payments to the four 
recipients listed in Appendix I. 



STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

84.    Sections 1.2.1; 1.2.2.2; 2.2.3.2; 2.2.12.2.   The definition of Transmission 
Project in Section 1.2.1 appears to allow for a Bidder to propose a Transmission 
Project that interconnects multiple Qualified Clean Energy generation facilities/sites 
(e.g., wind, solar, hydro) and Delivers the Qualified Clean Energy to ISO-New England 
at a “specific and agreed on pricing node” whether or not the Transmission Project 
line is radial at the time the proposal is submitted, and provided that the Transmission 
Project is priced, pursuant to Section 2.2.12.2, to reflect that it will ultimately 
become a transmission facility under a FERC-filed tariff.  Please confirm this 
understanding is correct.  

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

85.  Section 1.2.1.  Footnote 3, 4 & 6:  For the purposes of clarification will 
renewable energy projects that qualify as Tier 1 (and storage) or Class 1 generating 
resources in CT or MA which are not paired with incremental large-scale hydropower 
resources over new or existing transmission lines be required to be operational by 
12/31/2020?   

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

86.  Related to RFP section 2.2.4 on Capacity Requirements, will Connecticut and 
Rhode Island accept proposals from facilities who do not expect to participate in the 
FCM?  Also related to this section, are importing facilities required to participate in 
the FCM? 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

87.  The RFP document asks that we send a separate email to request the wire 
transfer information for the bid fees. Can you please send me the information? 
 
There also seems to be conflicting language in the Bid Fee Remittance section 
regarding whether the bid fees should be in the form a check or wire transfer. Can 
you please confirm which method of remittance is preferred? 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

88.  Under what circumstances would the required development period security fee 
(Section 2.4.3) be returned to the bidder? Would it be refunded upon Commercial 
Operations Date (COD)? 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.

89.  In the RFP, under the definition of “Qualified Clean Energy” it is mentioned that: 
In Connecticut, up to 2750 GWh per year (quantity under P.A. 15-107) of Class I 



resources can be balanced by Class II resources as defined in Conn. Gen. Stat. section 
16-1 and/or hydropower resources other than resources defined in 16-1(47) provided 
that (1) (a) the maximum combined delivery of such resources under a PPA does not 
exceed the nameplate capacity of the Class I resources being balanced [..]. Could you 
please clarify if the maximum combined delivery of “such resources” refers to the 
balancing resources (i.e., Class II resources and/or hydropower resources) or if it 
refers to the sum of the balancing resources and Class I resources. 

STATUS: Answer is in the process of being prepared and it will be posted at a later date.


